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NEWSLETTER
SUMMER  2023

WATER FUN

This summer was amazing. Sunny and hot, sometimes, even too much. And what's the
best way to cool down? By a cool splash of water! We could enjoy water fun in workshops
or everyday garden activities. And we even visited Zlate Piesky lake.

https://mailchi.mp/a7f745b303ff/nsl-summer-time-5948567?e=602021651f


MOUNTAINS SURVIVAL

This summer we also spent a lot of time in nature. We had a yummy BBQ and camping trip
to Železná Studienka, where we could chill out in the lovely forest area. What´s more, on
the Borinka hike to Pajštún castle we tried out our physical strengths and tested our
survival skills.



WE SPY: Why do we go to forest?

Sofia (Squirrel SM): To find lovely animals: bears, wolfs, squirrels …

Matúško (Eagles SM): Walking.



Mila (Foxes SM): To find mushrooms.

Alex (Foxes SM): We can go and plant new trees.

Zoja (Hedgehogs SM): Forest is something where are living the animals.

Leo (Hedgehogs SM): We cannot make fires or animals would run away.

Linda (Giraffes KOL): Because we can eat berries there.

Jakubko (Giraffes KOL): Because there is nice nature

Maggie (Giraffes KOL): We can have a picnic in forest and we can pick the

mushrooms in the forest. 

ANIMAL WORLD

As usual, also this summer, we explored the world of animal kingdom and greeted in
person plenty of animals. We could pet and feed farm animals at Bio Farm Stupava. Over
more, in Zoo and Malkia park, we could see the wild animals we would have no chance to
meet anywhere else.



Beside our fieldtrips, we were happy to welcome our beloved home friends at the
kindergarten pet show. We could pet and cuddle with dogs, bunnies, hamsters but also
lizards and turtles and much more. We would like to thank to all the parents for their help
and cooperation. 



We even made a "pet donation" for dog shelter in Šaľa. Thank you for support. 



WE SPY: Why do we have pets?

Emma (Llamas HP): Because we need to be carefull. My favourite pet is a cat,

unicorn and a dog.

Marínka (Seahorses HP): I have home a big hedgehog. The name is Apple.

Joshi (Llamas HP): Because they are good, my favourite pet is a doggy, I like to

play football with him.

Hugo (Whales HP): Because they are so adorable. I would like to have a cat or

a dog, but I have none.

Sophie (Penguins HP): Because we want to play with them and have fun. I have

two cats at home, Sophie and Izi.

Danko (Toucans MD): We have them because people can love them.

Darinka (Alpacas MD): Because we love the pets. I love Guinea pigs and I would

like to have one.

Mathi (Dragonflies MD): We have doggies because they are nice and cute.

SPORTY SUMMER

And of course, also this summer, we got busy by sporting. We trained tennis and practiced
cycling. During the Olympic week we built our team spirit and became stronger and faster.



BYE-BYE SUMMER

Unfortunately, all good things must come to an end. Summer is over, but there is no reason
to cry. Our kindergarten prepared a wonderful day for our children, full of fun. The last
summer week, we experienced a bye bye summer party, dancing and yummy cakes
included. We even said bye bye to all the students going to school. And so we are ready
for what the new school year will bring. 

TEACHERS INQUIRY: Where have you been on holidays?

Majka (HP): I walked 270km on the Camino from Astorga in Spain to Santiago de

Compostela. 

Nina (SM): I went to visit my best friend from university, Dimitra, to her hometown

Athens!



Mr Ben (KOL): This year, I went to Vietnam. To experience a new culture. And a

different and unique way of life.

Lea (SM): I visited Dubrovnik this year with my best friend Stelinka 😊  It was the

greatest holiday ever!

Ms. Bibi (MD): I visited the mid-east Israel, and then London, Balaton Lake,

Budapest for few weekends and the mountains in Slovakia.

Emily (HP): I´ve been to Italy and Norway:)

Gabika (KOL): I spent amazing time in High Tatras – a place where you can do

everything. I mostly collected mushrooms and enjoyed this place. We are lucky that

we have this beautiful place in Slovakia.

Lucka (MD): Went to Paris with my mom for the weekend and visited a very cozy

hotel that was built inside an old manor. 😊 I felt like I was living in the past!

GULLIVER´S SUMMER TRAVELS

We believe you had a great summer, too, and enjoyed every single day of your relax. We
would like to thank you for joining our summer project "Gulliver´s Travels" and sharing your
holiday experiences with us. 

EVERYDAY LIFE 

Are you interested what was special in our classes? Click here to check
the activities we´ve been working on.
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